MANIFESTO

I, Omkar Sale (190110080) contesting for Design Secretary of hostel 9, if selected I would intend to do the following :-

KEY INITIATIVES

● Conduct Logo designing competition and will ensure high participation and response
● Conduct Photo editing competition in collaboration with Photography and Fine arts Secretary
● Online Meme making competition on Instagram

FOLLOW UP

● Will actively help in designing posters, t-shirts, hoodies without any delay
● Give 100% in design GC and try to get maximum participation
● Create a proper group of design enthusiasts and try involving them in design activities and competitions

AS COUNCIL MEMBER

● Would help other secretaries and work as a team
● Should contribute my best to get high results in GC's
● Will always be open to suggestions and criticism
● Should help in proper ideation and execution of hostel fest along with other Secretaries and Councillors

CREDENTIALS

● Volunteer at Krittika Astronomy club IITB
● Worked in TF - ozone and MI - horizons in my freshman year
● Played district level matches of Volleyball and Throwball
● Conducted a online guidance talk for JEE aspirants